modern language, add extensive input/output and runtime verification checks and validate it). Historically our own group has instead focused on using grant funds to add capabilities to the code or apply it to various new problems to enable new and exciting science. It is extraordinarily unlikely that such funds would be made available to bring a legacy code up to modern standards solely to satisfy well intended desires for community code releases that would be interested to few-if any-astronomers trained in more modern coding environments such as Python. If forced to support such a conversion without new funding and instead of doing science such a requirement would simply be devastating to our small research group while yielding little to no measurable community benefit.
Furthermore a strong case can be made that for many legacy codes it is the input assumptions and output results that are of interest and which can be validated against other codes computing the same physics. Our code's output, for example, is a temperature-pressure profile of an atmosphere with various specified properties that is in radiative-convective equilibrium. Other researchers can make the same set of original assumptions and compare their results to our temperature profiles which we publish and make freely available. Having access to the code itself would have almost no value to others given its complex heritage and difficulty of use. Helping multiple outsiders to use this legacy code could potentially evolve into a large amount of time and again would doubtless not be supportable by any NASA funding program.
We stress that we are not opposed to releasing codes when feasible. The "Ackerman and Marley" cloud code is freely distributed by our group for example. This code was written in 2000, is well documented, and easily compiles and runs. The code has been distributed to multiple groups who have published several papers with neither Ackerman nor Marley as co-authors. This is an example of where making code freely available to the community makes perfect sense.
We are aware of numerous other legacy codes with similar complex histories and challenging execution. The specific examples given here are meant to be representative of the many other codes used by senior astronomers who are nevertheless still active in the field.
In summary, we are asking for a "common sense" approach to requiring the distribution of legacy codes that have been constructed over decades, dating back to times when it was never even imagined that the code would someday be released. One criteria might be codes that have a published history prior to 2000 be excepted from open release requirements. Such a practical approach would avoid the large cost in dollars, time, and effort that would be entailed to bring legacy code up to modern standards.
